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Our history
The Financial Times was founded in 1888 as the friend of the 
‘Honest Financier and Respectable Broker’. It has been printed  
on pink paper since 1893, originally to help distinguish it from  
the rival Financial News, which it merged with in 1945.

In 1957, the FT was acquired by Pearson and began to pursue 
an ambitious international growth strategy that established the 
Financial Times brand around the world.

Over the years, the FT has regularly introduced new sections and 
inserts, such as the award-winning How To Spend It magazine, 
launched in 1994 and widely regarded as the benchmark for 
luxury lifestyle magazines.

In 2015, Nikkei bought the FT, which continues to attract record 
readership and is recognised worldwide for its authority, integrity 
and accuracy. 
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Our values
The Financial Times is the definitive guide on  
global business, politics, luxury, life, arts and culture. 

We stand for:

AUTHORITY
For 131 years we have been a trusted guide,  
relied upon to inform the big decisions.

INTEGRITY
We report without fear and without favour.

ACCURACY
We only print what we can prove.  
Everything is multiple-sourced.

INDEPENDENCE
We have no political affiliation and are  
free from proprietorial influence.
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Our journalists

Rhoula Khalaf, Editor,  
Financial Times

Roula Khalaf became editor in 
January 2020, having previously 
served as the FT’s deputy editor, 
foreign editor and Middle East 
editor. She is responsible for 
leading the FT’s award-winning 
editorial coverage, overseeing 
more than 600 editors and 
journalists worldwide.

The Financial Times employs 600 of the world’s best journalists who report from over 40 bureaux around the globe. Our staff include:

Patrick Jenkins, Deputy Editor, 
Financial Times

Patrick Jenkins was appointed 
deputy editor in January 2020, 
having spent the last six years 
as the FT’s financial editor. In 
his new role, Patrick will oversee 
the newsroom and its global 
network of correspondents. 

Jo Ellison, Editor,  
How to Spend It

Jo Ellison was named editor of 
luxury magazine, How To Spend 
It, in September 2019, having 
previously served as the FT’s 
fashion editor for five years. 
Prior to joining the FT, Jo spent 
seven years at British Vogue. 

Alec Russell, Editor,  
FT Weekend

Alec Russell has been editor 
of FT Weekend since April 
2016. He was previously the 
FT’s news editor and comment 
and analysis editor. Alec has 
reported from eastern Europe, 
sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle 
East and the US. 

Peter Spiegel, US managing 
editor,Financial Times

Peter Spiegel became head of 
US editorial operations in 2019 
after spending three years 
as news editor, in the FT’s 
London newsroom. Under his 
leadership, the FT earned 2018’s 
“newspaper of the year” by the 
British Press Awards and “news 
provider of the year” by the 
British Journalism Awards.
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Pacific 
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UK 

Global reach
The FT now has the largest audience in its 132 year history, 
with a truly global reach. Because so many of our readers 
consume FT content on multiple platforms, we have pioneered 
a way to determine unduplicated audience numbers. 

Our PwC-assured MGR (Monthly Global Reach) number  
tells us that more than 16 million people read us each month.  
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Source: PWC Assured Monthly Global Reach (MGR)



Our readers
The FT’s award-winning business, finance, politics and lifestyle content is relied upon by 
the wealthiest and most influential people on the planet.

This powerful and elusive audience turns to the FT to stay ahead in their careers, 
giving them an advantage over their peers. They have an exceptional lifestyle, with high 
purchasing power that funds lavish travel, art and fashion collections, property and more.
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FT Global Reader Survey 2020

£1,362,000
average net worth 
(excluding main 
residence)

20%
have lobbied or   
advised members  
of government

24%
work in companies 
with 10k+ employees*

45%
has income £100k+ 
(average HH income 
£206k)**

£



At work
Corporate Audience 
Our highly respected editorial team sparks debate, discussion and sets agendas in boardrooms 
and governments the world over.

This elite audience is made up of the biggest decisions makers from the corporate world to 
parliament, who rely on the FT for our gold-standard coverage to stay ahead. Targeting our 
professional audience allows you to reach the most influential people in business and politics.
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Source: FT Global Reader Survey 2020 *Working. **Based on readers who have sat on/led an industry committee,  
lobbied/advised government or been interviewed by TV, Radio or Press. 

80%
are ‘Opinion leaders’**

62%
are purchase  
decision makers*

77%
work for an 
international 
company*

31%
are C-suite 
executives*



At home
Consumer Audience 
The FT’s lifestyle content attracts some of the wealthiest and most discerning consumers 
on the planet.

Whether looking to us for the latest in luxury watches, jewellery and fashion, or engaging 
in features on sport and high living, this audience exhibits a higher purchasing power than 
the average consumer.
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Sources: *Figures quoted in Sterling, FT Global Reader Survey 2020, **FT Behavioural and Demographic Surveys May 2016

21%
are millionaires*

35%
have bought at least 
one piece of fine art, 
jewellery, wine, car or 
boat as an investment  
in the past two years**

19%
would consider
spending £10,000 or
more on a high end
watch or item of 
jewellery**

23%
have a property  
portfolio worth  
£1m or more**

£



Our strategy
The Financial Times has pursued a subscription model which has taken our paid-for readership – to over 1 million – its highest ever level. 
The new look ft.com was designed to take this growth even further and to ensure readers can enjoy our content across all platforms. 
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Print 

•  We believe in the enduring power of print. The FT newspaper 
is read by over 1.5 million people each day.

• We refreshed the newspaper in 2014, bringing it up-to-date with 
the role of a newspaper today and the tastes of our readers.

• We are investing heavily in our weekend edition, where the 
relationship with readers is different to Monday to Friday and 
we see a 50% uplift in circulation.

•  Unlike our competitors, every copy of the FT is paid-for. Our 
circulation is genuine and high quality.

Digital

• We have developed market-leading digital platforms for the 
consumption of our journalism.

• The new ft.com, launched in October 2016, gives readers a 
personalised, consistent and elegant experience across devices.

•  All digital developments are measured against whether they 
deliver higher engagement (recency, frequency, volume).

•  Our award-winning web apps for mobile and tablet mean 
readers can download content and read on the move.
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Growing readership
The Financial Times has pursued a subscription model which has 
taken our paid-for readership –to over 1 million – its highest ever level. 
The new look ft.com was designed to take this growth even further 
and to ensure readers can enjoy our content across all platforms.

Growth in FT paid for readership*

Digital
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*FT internal figures 2020
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Weekday
The weekday Financial Times is one of the world’s 
leading business, politics and world-affairs news  
and information sources.

It is relied upon by business leaders, government 
ministers, international entrepreneurs, bankers, 
investors, educators and students to keep them 
informed about the events that really matter.

The main newspaper divides into 2 parts:

 SECTION 1 – Global news, analysis and comment.

SECTION 2 – Companies and markets.

In addition, we publish regular and one off  
supplements, as well as over 200 Special Reports  
a year. 
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Weekend
FT Weekend brings the same trusted global news as 
during the week, whilst also featuring award-winning 
lifestyle content through a suite of market-leading 
supplements. Our award-winning FT Weekend product 
remains a mainstay for our readers at the weekend.

Readers can be sure to make the most of their leisure 
time with this uniquely stimulating combination of 
current affairs, life, arts and culture.

Our weekend supplements include:

•  Life & Arts

• House & Home

•  FT Weekend Magazine

• How To Spend It

• FT Money
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Digital & mobile
Our multi-award winning mobile apps keep our global, 
senior audience connected with what matters to them. 
From our video channels to our podcasts we create 
content to suit all news-consumption habits.

Our digital products include:

• ft.com

• FT app

•  FT Property Listings

• FT Chinese

• exec-appointments.com
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FT Specialist
FT Specialist provides print and online content for 
consumer and professional financial audiences.

Read by those that make and break markets, and the 
investors that benefit, FT Specialist portfolio is relied 
upon by the people who are at the top of their game  
– and helps keep them there.
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FT Live
CONVENE. DEBATE. GENERATE.

Financial Times Live (FT Live) is the global conferences and 
events division of the Financial Times.

Chaired by our senior journalists, FT Live’s summits, conferences, 
awards and strategic forums gather the world’s brightest minds 
and most influential decision-makers.

Exclusive on-stage interviews, stimulating presentations and 
lively panel debates – available on multiple content platforms – 
provide the cutting-edge insights, unique personalities and peer 
networking that has the power to transform finance, business, 
politics, society and culture.
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Advertising with the FT
We are the premier marketing platform for our clients. We stand for:

TRUST AND TRANSPARENCY 
Whether it is our commercial charter, viewability guarantees, PwC-audited audience 
data, our transparency in off-site media costs or how our audience segments are built, 
we will always maintain the highest standards in the industry. 

QUALITY 
Our world-class journalism delivers an engaged and loyal readership that cannot be 
found anywhere else. We are open with them about our commercial model, through our 
reader charter, and they are receptive to advertising on the FT. 

DATA 
As a result of the direct relationship we have with our readers we hold lots of declared 
data to power your campaigns, delivering efficiency and performance. 

TAILORED SOLUTIONS 
In addition to our standard products, we have an outstanding commercial team trained 
to design the right solution to meet your marketing objectives, whatever they may be.
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Data & targeting
Our digital registration and subscription model means we have comprehensive declared data 
on our elusive and desirable audience. We use this to inform a campaign’s structure, targeting 
and optimisation. We are constantly using data to develop new advertising offerings, including:

DEMOGRAPHIC AUDIENCE TARGETING

• C-Suite

• Decision-Makers

•  Technology Decision-Makers

•  Financial Professionals

•  Business Travellers

•  Financial Advisors

•  Government / Lobbyists

COST-PER-HOUR (CPH)

A new currency pioneered 
by the FT to allow clients 
to buy the attention of 
our users with 100% 
viewability guarantee.

SMART MATCH

Using semantic profiling 
client content is promoted 
to users based on real-
time reading habits on 
ft.com.

SEMANTIC TARGETING

Using advanced technology 
advertising can be targeted 
according to editorial themes.

BEHAVIOURAL TARGETING

• Luxury & HNW

•  Personal Investors

•  Institutional Investors

•  Business Education Researchers

•  Technology Enthusiasts

•  Influencers

•  Property Enthusiasts



Trust & transparency
Our relationship with advertisers, much like our relationship with 
readers, is underpinned by trust:

•  We will give our advertisers market-leading analytics on their 
campaign’s performance.

•  We guarantee viewability standards for all campaigns to 70%.

• We actively encourage clients and agencies to establish Private 
Marketplace (PMP) deals to ensure clients are buying verified 
FT inventory direct.

• When purchasing inventory on behalf of our clients, we ensure 
they are brand safe by implementing blacklists and using the 
strictest pre-bid filters from third party verification tools.

FT COMMERCIAL



Engagement
Engagement remains at the heart of everything we do 
at the Financial Times, from the way we developed our 
new site to the opportunities we offer our advertisers. 
The best example of this is CpH.

DEMOGRAPHIC AUDIENCE TARGETING

CpH is a new digital advertising currency that allows 
brands to buy what they really want; the attention of 
their target audience. Only advertisements that have 
been in view for five or more seconds, whilst the reader 
has been active on the page, are charged for. This 
means guaranteed engagement with a target audience. 
The results are impressive; 79% uplift in ad recall, 58% 
in brand consideration. 
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Seen for below 
5 seconds

Seen for above 
5 seconds

Brand 
Uplift %

Brand uplift for adverts seen over five seconds
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Source: CpH, It’s About Time, research by Millward Brown 2015



Environment
We commissioned an independent company to conduct 
a piece of research into the impact of environment 
in digital advertising. The results show that brand 
advertising on ft.com is perceived far more positively 
than that seen on other sites*. It was, on average, 16% 
more likely to be seen as trustworthy or high-quality. 
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Source: InSites Consulting; Quantitative online survey; Global independent sample (1,008); (40% UK, 30% US, 20% Europe, 10% APAC); High income, full time working respondents; Respondents aware of at 
least 1 out of 10 selected content providers. *Established and emerging media websites included: International New York Times, New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, Bloomberg, The Huffington Post, 
Drudge Report, LinkedIn, Twitter and BuzzFeed.

High-quality 47%
25%

Trustworthy 43%
25%

Business 
advantage

43%
21%

Prestigious 42%
16%

Leader 42%
22%

Essential  
reading

35%
21%

Thought 
provoking

30%
30%

Innovative 26%
33%

Unique 23%
33%

Light-hearted 13%
29%

Boring 15%
12%

Untrustworthy 10%
15%

Established
Media

Emerging 
Media

Q: Here are a number of attributes about different websites. For each  
attribute, please tell me which website(s) you would associate with it.



Thank you


